Vinyl Sign Installation
1
Assuming the surface is free and clear of all dust
and grease of any kind:
a) Find the center mark of placement needed.
b) Find center of signage
c) Match the center of the sign to the center of
placement, adjust for level and tack in place

2
During shipping or storage your top transfer tape
can release from the vinyl sign. Snug it down with a
credit card. Light pressure so you don't distort the
top transfer or cut vinyl.

4
Now separate the vinyl sign with the top transfer
tape, leaving behind the silicone backing sheet.
Careful not to create folds or creases.

5
Cut away half of the backing sheet that is exposed.
You can use a knife or scissors. Don't tear the sheet
as rough edges will stick to the adhesive vinyl.

6

3
Once your sign is taped in place and the transfer
sheet is snug to the vinyl, place 2 or 3 strips of
removable tape over the signage. Note: some
applications are better with the tape placed on the
top, horizontally. (Long Skinny signs.)

OPTIONAL: Some applications are better with a
solution of 1 - 3 drops liquid detergent to 1L water
sprayed VERY lightly onto the surface. The back of
the vinyl sign can also be misted.
Tip: re-wipe the surface clean from any dust that
stuck to the back of your sign during placement, prior
to misting.
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Your now ready to adhere 1/2 of the vinyl sign.
SLOWLY use the tool you used before to smooth
down the transfer sheet, which also adheres the
vinyl sign. Use SHORT and LIGHT strokes to work
the sign down from the CENTER outwards.

Now your ready to remove the Top Transfer Sheet,
which reveals the vinyl sign on the surface.
Peeling off the transfer tape is best done by peeling
the sheet back onto itself. Pulling up rather than
rolling back can cause the vinyl to lift prematurely.
These are general instructions to apply vinyl
adhesive signs. Obviously there are many different
application needs and these steps can and may be
necessary to be altered for conditions or specific
needs.

8
Remove the remaining pieces of masking tape and
REPEAT THE ABOVE PROCESS for the other half
of the vinyl sign. Both pieces of the Backing Sheet
are now gone and only the Vinyl Sign and Top
Transfer Tape should be left on the wall.

9
Once again use the flat tool to firmly adhere the vinyl
sign to the wall. Let wet applications dry for 15 mins.

Need help?
Call 250 681 3817

Tips:
-Remove all dirt and grease or oils and clean all
surfaces.
-Wipe clean the back of the sign before placement.
-Wet application takes time to dry for removal
application tape.
-Do not lift the transfer sheet straight up from the
vinyl, roll it back onto itself.
-Do not clean vinyl signs with alcohols.
-Vinyl signs although applied take time for the
adhesive to cure. Allow a minimum
of 7 to 10 days for curing. 30 days is ideal.
-Do not steam clean or use high pressure hoses onto
the vinyl signage.
-After Step 2 is complete, stand back away to view
placement and level. Make
adjustments if needed. If it doesn't look right it's
probably not, recheck measurements.
-Smaller signs may skip steps 1 - 7 by removing the
backing sheet,
applying the alignment by sight only, or even marked
with tape.
Signs are generally produced level and center to the
backing sheet, or overall size.

Measure Twice! - Apply Once!

